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Perspectives of the institution of social 
security legislation of Ukraine: theoretical 

and legal aspects 
 

Target setting. The issue of the 
formation of sources of social welfare 
rights is one of the most controversial 
in the scientific literature. Creation of a 
functioning legislative framework is 
one of the most important signs of the 
development of a civilized state. The 
complex process of the formation of 
national security and social legislation 
of Ukraine indicates a large amount of 
theoretical and practical issues that 
require in-depth study, among them - 
the problem of the future prospects of 
codification as the highest form of 
systematization. The creation of a 
European social security system in 
Ukraine should be based on an active 
legislative process in the field of social 
security. However, in general, legal 
science continues to remain "nationally 
closed" and does not go beyond our 
Ukrainian environment. This affects 
the processes of lawmaking, which ... 
absolutely do not fit into European 
processes with their legal tendencies [1, 
p. 64]. Y. S. Shemshuchenko, analyzing 
the codification processes in Ukraine, 
emphasizes that since the state is 
unable to stop the pace and extent of 
the accumulation of social issues 

requiring legal regulation, and 
artificially reduce its interference in the 
regulation of these issues, then to 
resolve this contradiction only the 
search for ways to improve the law-
making activity remains [2, p. 32]. 

Status of research. The analysis of 
the doctrine of the right to social 
security shows that the issue of 
codification of the social security 
legislation of Ukraine are the most 
mentioned in the special scientific 
literature. The process of 
systematization of the social and legal 
legislation of Ukraine was studied by 
scientists: V. M. Andriiv, N. B. Bolotina, 
V. Ya. Burak, Ye. A. Hetman, 
O. V. Moskalenko, O. L. Kuchma, 
S. M. Prylypko, S. M. Synchuk, 
B. I. Stashkiv, M. M. Shumylo, 
O. M. Yaroshenko and others. At the 
same time, scientists have not yet 
reached a common view on this issue. 
Therefore, a comprehensive study 
should be carried out taking into 
account the trends of modern state 
development in order to deal  the issue 
of improving social security legislation. 

Presentation of the main material. 
There is a position in the doctrine of 
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social security that adoption of a 
codification act in the field of social 
security is a precept of time and 
necessity. However, the current chaotic 
fragmentation of security and social 
legislation of Ukraine, the lack of a 
systematic approach to legal regulation 
and the inconsistency of many rules 
create practical difficulties in 
implementing effective social security 
and codifying legislation. In this regard, 
N. B. Bolotina emphasized that there is 
an urgent need for a general act in the 
field of social security, which would 
establish the general principles of the 
whole system of legal mechanism in this 
area. Such an act should be the 
Fundamentals of the law on social 
security, which would provide a 
structural and systemic link in each 
structural part of the right to social 
security (its sub-sectors) and in general 
in the field of law [3, p. 29]. As 
S. N. Prylypko quite rightly emphasizes 
that at the present stage the theoretical 
and practical basis for the 
systematization of social legislation has 
been formed, which must be carried out 
through codification [4, p. 26]. 
Yu. V. Vasilieva states that social 
security legislation is unsystematic, 
controversial and difficult to apply. It is 
increasingly becoming a secret area of 
expertise, which can only be understood 
by professionals. An obvious crisis of 
social welfare legislation requires action 
not only to streamline, but to 
substantially revise all sectoral 
legislation [5, p. 3]. Accordingly, there is 
no unanimous opinion among scholars 
as to what the new social security code 
should be. A. V. Skorobogatko believes 
that such an act should be the Social 
Code, which will include the most 
important norms and at the highest 
level will regulate the entire set of 
relations in this area [6, p. 479]. 
According to T. S. Prokopova, Ukraine 
needs an act that would record the 
unity and completion of the creation of 
a system of legislation on social security 
and insurance as a summing document. 
Such an act should be a new legislative 
act - the Code of Social Insurance and 

Citizens' Securement [7, p. 326]. 
L. M. Kniazkova points out that taking 
into account the existing system of 
legislation of Ukraine, it is worth 
supporting the idea of establishing a 
Social Security Code [8, p. 456]. 
I. S. Yaroshenko writes about the 
necessity of adopting the Code of Social 
Security which, in her opinion, will 
promote the harmonization of legal 
norms in this sphere [9, p. 7]. In view of 
this, the concept of a new codification 
act remains open to the fact that it does 
not become an unsystematic collection 
of social security regulations. The fact 
that such fears are not groundless is 
evidenced by the practical attempts to 
codify the social legislation that we can 
observe now in Ukraine. For example, as 
it is seen from the draft of Social Code 
dated February 15, 2013, No. 2311 [10] 
(hereafter - the draft of Social Code) 
the document lacks a clear systemic 
approach to divide into General and 
Particular parts. In particular, the 
attribution to the General Part of the 
bases of compulsory state social 
insurance and social services appears to 
be alogistic. In addition, the General 
Part of the draft of Social Code 
proposes a list of state standards and 
guarantees, the regulations of which are 
placed inconsistently. Namely: among 
the main state guarantees, which are 
determined exclusively by the laws, 
there is no living wage guaranteed by 
the Constitution of Ukraine (Article 
15), although in Article 12, 18 of the 
draft of Social Code, this notion applies 
and determines its legal content. 

 The concept of "social" used in the 
draft of Social Code of Ukraine implies, 
in its essence, covers of all social human 
rights, not only social standards, social 
insurance, social services and social 
security of vulnerable categories of 
citizens. Proceeding from the positions 
defined in the scientific literature, social 
rights and freedoms of a human and 
citizen – are a measure of possible 
behavior or human activities in the 
social sphere, which involves satisfying 
legitimate interests and needs in the 
field of labor, social security and health 
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care maintaining [11, p. 189]. As we see 
from this definition, the concept of 
"social rights" is derived from the notion 
of "social" and therefore, besides the 
state social standards, social insurance, 
social assistance, social services includes 
the right to work, education, health 
care. Accordingly, the name "Social 
Code" is much broader in its meaning 
than the range of social relations 
covered by the proposed codification 
act. Taking into account the above 
arguments, we consider that the name of 
the codification act of the social-
security legislation proposed by the 
drafters of the Social Code project needs 
to be reconsidered and changed. Іn our 
opinion, the Code of Social Security of 
Ukraine, which in its essence is in line 
with the European Code of Social 
Security, would be more acceptable as 
regards to linguistic positions and the 
content of this codification act. Thus, it 
is specified that this collection of laws is 
the result of the codification of the 
social security legislation. 

Although it seems premature to 
codify all of the social security 
legislation of Ukraine. In this issue, the 
N. M. Tolkunova’s opinion is stressed, 
which emphasizes that the possibility of 
streamlining a large array of social-
security legislation through codification 
in one codification act in the present 
day looks controversial [12, p. 137]. 
This approach will lead to the creation 
of a very cumbersome collection of laws, 
which is unlikely to contribute to the 
effective systematization of the social 
security legislation of Ukraine. 
Innovative on this issue is the position 
of the scientist O. V. Moskalenko, 
which points to the expediency of 
codification of social security legislation, 
depending on the organizational and 
legal form of social security. She stresses 
that such an approach will make it 
possible to eliminate the plurality and 
controversy of normative acts, will 
greatly facilitate enforcement, promote 
the rule of law and increase the level of 
guarantees for the realization of the 
rights of Ukrainian citizens in the field 
of social security [13, p. 326]. In our 

opinion, the codification of social 
security legislation should be carried 
out under the sub-sectors of social 
welfare. 

Based on doctrinal approaches, it 
should be noted that among scholars 
was formed the idea that as a formed 
sub-sector of social welfare law should 
be considered pension law. Accordingly, 
in our opinion, it is desirable to start 
codification with the drafting of the 
Pension Code of Ukraine, which in turn 
will help to streamline the dispersed 
pension legislation and eliminate the 
possible conflicts that exist in this 
legislation. We support the view 
F. G. Burchak who writes that the 
improvement of legislation is essential 
to overcome the conflicts in laws. In the 
process of codification it is possible to 
detect and eliminate existing 
contradictions between different acts in 
order to streamline the entire system. 
But for this purpose it is necessary to 
develop a methodology for passage of 
draft codification legislative acts. It is 
about providing proper legal 
terminology and expertise [14, p. 8]. 

It should be noted that the idea of 
creating the Pension Code of Ukraine is 
not new in the right of social security, 
in particular, this issue was studied in 
Ukrainian studies by Ukrainian 
scientists: V. M. Andriiv, N. B. Bolo-
tina, I. M.  Syrota, L. P.  Shumna, 
M. M.  Shumylo and others. The argu-
ment of M. M. Shumylo that the crisis 
of sources of social security law is pre-
sent in Ukraine is argued. He considers 
that the main way of overcoming this 
crisis is the codification of pension leg-
islation [15, p. 281-282]. The scientist 
argues that the result of the pension 
reform should be the Pension Code of 
Ukraine, which will take into account 
the provisions of the current legisla-
tion, as well as consolidate innovations 
that will improve the pension provision 
of citizens [16, p. 152]. For example, 
scientists M. L. Zakharov, E. H. Tu-
chkova, V. B. Sevostianova, based on 
modern realities, reasonably indicate 
that the basis of the draft of Pension 
Code should be based on universally 
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recognized in the world practice of the 
concepts of social insurance, the inter-
national experience of the operation of 
obligatory insurance pension systems in 
economically developed countries [17, 
p. 3]. It is clear that the content of the 
future Pension Code should be deter-
mined through a constructive dialogue 
between scientists and practitioners in 
order to prepare a draft quality regula-
tory act that will cover all the peculiar-
ities of this area of social security rela-
tions. Thus, the initial stage of the cod-
ification of the social security legisla-
tion of Ukraine, we believe, should be 
to streamline the pension legislation of 
Ukraine as an important component of 
the law of social security. 

The process of systematization of 
social security legislation in the form of 
codification as a trend towards the 
future should be based on incorporation 
measures that should be considered as a 
prerequisite, the first steps towards 
codification. Incorporation - (from Latin 
In corporo - in aggregate) - this is a 
form of systematization, when normative 
acts of a certain level are combined in 
whole or in part in various collections 
or collections in a certain order 
(chronological, alphabetical, systemically 
substantive) [18, p. 67]. We support the 
position of A. V. Mitskevych who in the 
1960s emphasized that since the 
codification of legislation is the most 
complex, long time-consuming, kind of 
systematic legislative processing, 
moreover, never covers all normative 
material, incorporation becomes a 
necessary “companion” of codification, 
its complement and at the same time a 
prerequisite for further codification 
works [19, p. 85]. It should be distin-
guished between official incorporation 
that is the publication of the relevant 
collections of incorporated laws 
specifically authorized by the state 
authorities and informal incorporation, 
which is carried out by departments, 
organizations and individuals [20, 
p. 141]. In Ukraine, the process of 
official incorporation of social security 
legislation as a prerequisite for 
codification develops slowly, as a rule, it 

is a practice of system-substantive or 
chronological incorporation aimed at 
uniting in collections of legislative acts 
by social security institutions. At the 
same time, in Ukraine, the so-called 
unofficial incorporation is being 
widespread, which is realized through 
publication of collections of legal acts of 
social security legislation in the private 
publishing sphere. Although this 
practice contributes to raising the legal 
knowledge of citizens, it is not always 
based on a professional approach in a 
selection of normative acts and can 
serve to spread this kind of deformation 
of the public's legal consciousness as 
legal dilettantism (meaning free 
treatment of the law (superficial or 
inadequate interpretation of legal norms, 
absence a systematic approach in their 
assessment) [21]. 

In order to form a single scientific 
views on the subject in the scientific 
literature [22, p. 70] the following 
proposals are made regarding the need 
for the creation of an authorized body 
on the codification of Ukrainian 
legislation - a specially authorized 
commission. This point of view de-
serves attention because it allows us to 
approach the issue of efficient systema-
tization of the social-security legisla-
tion of Ukraine in the form of codifica-
tion, taking into account the complexi-
ty, gradualness, caused by objective 
factors, some slowness of the process of 
codification of the social security legis-
lation of Ukraine. Specially authorized 
commission on the codification of legis-
lation, in our opinion, should be estab-
lished as a joint body of the Ministry of 
Justice and Ministry of Social Policy of 
Ukraine. Such an approach will allow 
consolidating the efforts of lawyers and 
specialists in the social security sector 
to work effectively in the codification 
system. Timely is also drawing atten-
tion to the need to involve the legisla-
tive process to the public - this will 
facilitate counting of the process of 
drafting the Pension Code of Ukraine, 
the interests of different social groups, 
transparency, openness and accessibil-
ity of laws [23, p. 5]. 
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Conclusions. Taking into account 
the aforementioned, it should be 
concluded that the formation of the 
right to social security as a branch of 
law requires the activation of the law-
making process in the form of 
systematization of social security 
legislation in order to streamline, bring 
into conformity the chaotic-dispersed 
array of valid normative legal acts. The 
codification should be considered as 
the highest form of systematization of 
the social security legislation of 
Ukraine. The codification of the social 
security legislation of Ukraine is a 
process of systematization of the 
current legislation, which requires the 
coordinated cooperation of 
representatives of the authorities and 
society with the aim of developing and 
adopting codification acts in the field 
of social security that are consistent 
with the European traditions of 
democratic development. An important 

step towards the codification of social 
security legislation should be the 
intensification of the process of official 
incorporation in this area, which will 
increase the general level of legal 
culture of the population of Ukraine in 
social matters. The drafting and 
adoption of a draft of Pension Code of 
Ukraine can be a grounded start of 
codification of social and security 
legislation, taking into account the 
importance of pension legal relations in 
the field of social security and doctrinal 
provisions regarding the existence of a 
pension right as a sub-sector of social 
security rights. In the codification 
process, special attention should be 
paid to the system that will be the 
basis of the Pension Code of Ukraine, 
which will prevent confusion in legal 
terminology, and will comply with the 
principle of clarity of the current 
legislation.      
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Тзцдлкм О. В. Пдопндкрзвз внмоягкувалля пмуіайщлм-жабджндфувайщлмгм жа-
кмлмгавпрва Укоаїлз: рдмодрзфлм-ноавмвзи апндкр 

В праррі алайіжуырщпя номбйдкз вгмпкмлайдлля пмуіайщлм- жабджндфувайщлмгм жа-
кмлмгавпрва в Укоаїлі. Акудлруєрщпя увага ла мпмбйзвмпрят ракзт смок пзпрдкарз-
жауії жакмлмгавпрва як кмгзсікауія ра ілкмонмоауія. Дмпйігеуєрщпя номудп првмодлля 
бажз лауімлайщлмгм пмуіайщлм- жабджндфувайщлмгм жакмлмгавпрва. Рмжгйягаырщпя ном-
бйдкз жакмлмрвмофмї гіяйщлмпрі в фапрзлі првмодлля єгзлмгм кмгзсікауіилмгм акру 
Укоаїлз в псдоі пмуіайщлмгм жабджндфдлля.   

Кйыфмві пймва: пмуіайщлм-жабджндфувайщлд жакмлмгавпрвм, пзпрдкарзжауія пмуіа-
йщлм-жабджндфувайщлмгм жакмлмгавпрва, кмгзсікауія, ілкмонмоауія, Пдлпіилзи кмгдкп 
Укоаїлз. 

 
 
Тзцдлкм Е. В. Пдопндкрзвш унмоягмфзвалзя пмузайщлм-мбдпндфзрдйщлмгм жа-

кмлмгардйщпрва Укоазлш: рдмодрзфдпкм-ноавмвми апндкр 
В прарщд алайзжзоуырпя номбйдкш пмвдохдлпрвмвалзя пмузайщлм- мбдпндфзрд-

йщлмгм жакмлмгардйщпрва в Укоазлд. Акудлрзоудрпя влзкалзд ла мпмбдллмпрят ракзт 
смок пзпрдкарзжаузз жакмлмгардйщпрва как кмгзсзкаузя з злкмонмоаузя. Иппйдгу-
дрпя номудпп пмжгалзя бажш лаузмлайщлмгм пмузайщлм- мбдпндфзрдйщлмгм жакмлмга-
рдйщпрва. Раппкарозваырпя номбйдкш жакмлмрвмофдпкми гдярдйщлмпрз в фапрз пмжга-
лзя дгзлмгм кмгзсзкаузмллмгм акра Укоазлш в псдод пмузайщлмгм мбдпндфдлзя. 

Кйыфдвшд пймва: пмузайщлм-мбдпндфзрдйщлмд жакмлмгардйщпрвм, пзпрдкарзжаузя 
пмузайщлм-мбдпндфзрдйщлмгм жакмлмгардйщпрва, кмгзсзкаузя, злкмонмоаузя, Пдлпз-
мллши кмгдкп Укоазлш. 
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The article analyzes the problems of improving social and security legislation in 

Ukraine. The emphasis is placed on the peculiarities of such forms of systematization of 
legislation as codification and incorporation. The process of creation of the base of the 
national social and security legislation is researched. The problems of lawmaking activity 
in the part of creation of a single codification act of Ukraine in the field of social security 
are considered. 
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